He's fractional derivative is established to find an optimal thickness of the fractal hierarchy of the felt cover. A better understanding of the yurt mechanism could help the further design of yurt-like space suits and other protective clothing for extreme cold region.
Introduction
Yurts have been a distinctive feature of life in Central Asia for at least three thousand years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The first written description of a yurt used as a dwelling was recorded by Herodotus (484~424 B. C.), a historical development of various yurts is systematically illustrated [1, 6] . The yurt is used by all nomadic Mongol and Turkish peoples and is now found in a huge territory spanning from Mongolia and Southern Siberia to Turkey. Few research works was reported on the thermal properties of yurts. Manfield [2] compared the thermal comfort of three different shelters used in cold climate for the design of expedition shelter. Contemporary yurts in some scenic spots near Hohhot city, China, however, have only geometrical similarity and many functional differences. It is interesting to note that the yurt has very few variations in form or detail within this area, yet it is notable for its mobility and climatic adaptability. The key to excellent thermal functionality lies in the felt making. Guo et al. [4] described a very detailed felt making process.
The yurt has both a flexible and thermally responsive insulating fabric, in the form of removable layers of felt that wrap around the wooden lattice and pole structure. During summer, the felt is rolled up to allow cross ventilation. In some parts of Asia, the felt is permanently replaced with woven reed mats in order to maintain privacy as well as thermal comfort. Each felt layer is between 20 and 30 mm thick and during winter months. A yurt may have as many as eight felt layers to minimize heat lost from the open hearth at the center of the floor plan [2] . The felt cover, which consists of layers of fabric and sheep wool, mimics the design of a cocoon. And other researchers investigated the thermal properties of tent clothing showing the importance of hierarchical structure [3, 4, 6] as that in a coccoon [7] . If the yurt were not weatherproofed, the people in it might have frozen to death in winter. The felt cover evolved over time. It is reported that the yurt felt cover possess hierarchical structure which is the major factor for the high protection function of yurt and clothing [5, 6] . A theoretical analysis was given to explain the fascinating phenomenon by a fractal hydrodynamic model for a discontinuous membrane composed of a hierarchical wool cascade. Mathematical model was proposed for the better understanding of heat transfer in the yurt [6] .
As depicted in fig.1 , the slope of the temperature change is almost zero near the inner wall of the yurt, while the temperature changes quickly near the outer wall which can only be achieved by fractional calculus. Fractional calculus can effectively describe phenomena arising in discontinuous media.
Mathematical models
The definition of fractional derivative is of mathematical importance and practical applications [8] . The following are some examples listed.
The Caputo fractional derivative is defined as [8] :
Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative is defined [8] :
Caputo derivatives are defined only for differentiable functions, while f can be a continuous (but not necessarily differentiable) function. The Riemann-Liouville definition can be used for any functions that are continuous but not differentiable anywhere, however, one
is a constant. To overcome the disadvantages, Jumarie [9] modified Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative into the form:
Alternative definitions were demonstrated in [8] . In this paper, we adopt He's definition [10] : 
In previous equations, f can be continuous and possibly not differentiable anywhere. The definition given in eq. (4) is derived from the variational iteration method [10] , its physical understanding was elucidated [10] , and practiced in many applications [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Fractal hierarchy and fractional model
The yurt have special hierarchical structures [3] which enable the yurt to have excellent protective properties. A yurt has a multi-layer structure and the fiber diameter reduces greatly from the outer layer to the inner layer. To illustrate the heat transfer property in a fractal hierarchy, we established a 1-D model using the local fractional calculus [8] . In this paper, we find that He's fractional model [10] is more suitable for our study. He's fractional derivative is specially effective for heat conduction in porous media, Liu et al. [11] applied He's fractional derivative for heat conduction in a fractal medium arising in silkworm cocoon hierarchy, and gave a mathematical explanation of cocoon thermal protection and applied to optimally design insulation clothing with cocoon-like porous structure [12] . Fan et al. [13] studied bio-mimic design of multi-scale fabrics according to the structure of wools, and found that such structure has extreme efficient heat transfer property and high air permeability [14] . Wang et al. [15, 16] and Sayevand et al. [17] gave some effective analytical methods for He's fractional calculus.
Fourier's law of thermal conduction inside the yurt and through a fractal hierarchy of its wall can be expressed using He's fractional derivative, respectively [10] :
with following boundary conditions:
where x = xL 1 is the inner wall, x = L -the outer wall of the yurt, k0 -the thermal conductivity of heat flux in air, k1 -the thermal conductivity of heat flux in the fractal hierarchy, d
α /dx α -the He's fractional derivative [10] instead of the local fractional partner [6, 8] , and α -the fractal dimensions of fractal hierarchy.
The general solution to eq. (5) is:
where a is a constant. The boundary condition, eq. (9), becomes:
To solve the fractional differential equation, eq. (6), with boundary conditions, eqs. (8) and (11), we adopt the following fractional complex transform [18] [19] [20] :
Equations (6) and (11) become, respectively:
and
The general solution of eq. (13) is:
or equivalently:
where b and c are constants to be further determined.
Incorporating the boundary conditions with eqs. (8), (11), and (14), we have that:
Solving eqs. (17)- (19) simultaneously, we can identify a, b, and c:
We can, therefore, determine the temperature and its slope at the inner wall:
It is obvious that T1 should be closed to the body temperature and its slope,
, T α should tend to zero (see fig. 1 ), which requires that: α ≠ is small enough and tends to zero, the smaller, the better.
Conclusion
The paper highlights that the human-yurt system is a hierarchical structure. A local fractional model is established to illustrate its mechanism and to optimally determine the thickness of the felt cover. The fractal derivative is especially suitable for the hierarchical structure. Non-lienar fractal differential equation can be converted to ordinary differential equation which is solved accurately by variational iteration method. A better understanding of the yurt mechanism could help the further design of yurt-like space suits and other protective clothing for extreme cold region.
